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Abstract

Developing portable and scalable software for the
sohdion of bge-scak opiinaization prob!ems presents
many challenges that traditional librm”es do not ad-
equately meet. Using object-oriented design in con-
junction with oiher innovative iechniqves, we ad-
dress these issues within the SNES (Scalable Nonlinear
Equation Solvers) and SUIUS (ScaIabie Unconstrained
Minimization Solvers) packages, which are part of
the multilevel PETSC (Portable, Extensible Tools for
Scientific computation) library. This paper focuses
on our design philosophy and its benefits in provid-
ing a uniform and versatile framework for developing
optimization software and solving large-scale nonlin-
ear problems. We also consider a three-dimensional
anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau model as a representa-
tive application that ezpioits the packages’ flexible in-
terface with user-specified data structures and cus-
tomized routines for junction evaluation and precon-
ditioning.

1 Challenges in Optimization Software
Design

The solution of large-scale systems of nonlinear
equations and unconstrained minimization problems
pervades many areas of computational science and de-
mands robust and flexible solution strategies. As sur-
veyed by Mor6 and Wright [13], various software pack-
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ages are currently available for solving such problems;
however, their portability, versatility, “and scalability
are redricted within paralIel environments.

The current generation of optimization software
generally has a rigid form that imposes many limi-
tations, even when considering uniproceasor architec-
tures. In traditional software design, the expressions
of algorithms make assumptions about the way math-
ematical objects, such as vectors and matrices, are
represented by the computer. Thus, users are forced
to convert from the natural representation of data
for a particular application to one imposed by the
software developer, often at the expense of consider-
able overhead. In addition, library routines are typi-
cally characterized by long and complicated callings-
quences, with no consistent interface among dMerent
algorithms that solve a particular class of problems.

Library developers have attempted to overcome
some of these difficulties by using reverse communi-
cation, in which the optimization algorithm returns
to the calling routine for such tasks as function eval-
uations and the solution of linear systems. While re-
verse communication is quite flexible, this unnatural
programming style makes the basic optimization alge
rithms difficult to understand, maintain, and extend.
Also, serious inefficiency can result due to the contin-
ual transit ion through layers of routines.

These issues are magnified by the very nature if
multiprocessor architectures, since robust and efficient
implementation of mathematical abstractions involves
the added considerations of parallel data structures
and communication, An effective software package
should exploit different parallel programming tech-
niques for various phases of the solution process. For
example, evacuating discretized functions on a mesh
often requires nearest-neighbor communication, while
linear solution methods typically require global com-
munication. We must design the software accordingly.
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Since many application problems require the corn.
mutational power of high-performance computem, a
need clearly exists for a uniform and flexible franw
work for developing optimization software and solv-
ing application problems. Our goal is to use objec&
oriented and other software engineering techniques to
create such an environment that serves both applica-
tion programmers and optimization software develop-
ers. Recently Hohmann [7] and Meza [10] have em-
ployed object-oriented design for nonlinear optimiz~
tion, although their work addresses only some of the
issues we consider and is restricted to uniprocessor en-
vironment.s.

This paper focuses on our design philosophy and
its benefits in developing robust and scalable solu-
tion strategies within the Scalable Nonlinear Equa-
tion Solvers (SNES) and Scalable Unconstrained Min-
imization Solvers (SUMS) packages. While our pri-
mary interest within this work is the solution of large
scale optimization problems, many of the issuea that
we address extend throughout the realm of mathemat-
ical software. In Section z we describe various aspects
of the design philosophy, and in Section 3 we present
examples of both basic and customized usage. In
Section 4 we consider a three-dimensional anisotropic
Ginzburg-Landau model = a representative applica-
tion that exploits the software’s flexible interface with
user-specified data structures and routines for scalable
function, gradient, and Hessian evaluation. Finally, in
Section 5 we discuss future issuea in the development
of optimization software<

2 Our Design Philosophy

We address key issues that promote the effective-
ness and extensibility of numerical software in the
SNES and SUMS packages, which are designed for
both uniprocessor and multiprocessor architectures.
This software, which is written in C and is fully us-
able from both C and Fortran 77, is part of the multi-
level P ETSC ( Portable, Extensible Tools for Scientific
computation) library [6], [1]. PETSC provides a hier-

archy of modules that support the optimization pack-
ages, including flexible data structures for vectors and
sparse matrices, direct and iterative linear solution
techniques, preconditioning strategies, domain decom-
position tools, communicant ion routinea, and perfor-
mance monitors.

While many similarities exist in the approaches for
solving systems of nonlinear equations and uncon-
strained minimization problems, the construction of
two libraries, SNES and SU\lS, enables us to exploit

individual featur= of the solution strategies, and to
communicate more effectively with the different user
communities. Nevertheless, these libraries share a
great deal of infrastructure, and from the high-level
user’s perspective they differ only slightly. Newton-
like methods, which are known for their efficiency and
robustness, make up the core of the packages. b par-
ticular, several varianta of line search strategies and
trust region techniques are currently included. We
note that our intent is not to duplicate the code in a
package such as MINPACK-1 [12], but rather to cre
ate an interface that is more flexible and extensible.
In””fact, additiomil solution tecliniqut% from such pack-
ages can be easily added to the suitea of solvers.

Unliketraditional optimization software, the SNES
and SUMS packages are designed so that they are esa-
ily adaptable to the continually changing mtitipre
cesaor environments and the steadily advancing state
of the art in computational linear algebra. We em-
pIoy a hierarchical design of modular components,
thereby enabling both software developers and appli-
cation programmers to isolate the issuea unique to the
various levels. This design style facilitates experimen-
tation with newly developed solution strategies and
customization according to the user’s needs. This at-
tribute is especially” beneficial in the development of
optimization software, since the effectiveness of the
global solution process depends upon that of the lower-
Ievel components. For example, this approach enables
the incorporation of new iterative techniques and par-
allel preconditioners, so that the methods for solving
linearized systems can easily be updated as this field
evolves.

2.1 Object-Oriented Programming

We use certain aspects of the object-oriented pro-
gramming paradigm in combination with other inno-
vative techniques to create the unique programming
environment within SNES, SUMS, and the PEXSC li-
brary as a whole. The componentware [16] concept,
which involves data encapsulation to obtain maximum
code reuse, encompasses the most useful features of
object-oriented design for our needs. The P ETSC de-
sign philosophy uses data and state encapsulation, ab-
stract ckses, and very limited inheritance to create
a powerful foundation for software development. Dif-
ferent piece of the PETSC modules can be mixed and
matched, thus facilitating the development of comp~
nentware. This feature enables maximum code reuse,
so that much less new code must be developed and de-
bugged. This coding style enables us to increase code
reuse, and hence productivity, within our small group
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of software developers.
While neither SNES nor SUMS is r=tricted for use

in conjunction with the other PlK17Scmodules, the
PETSC foundation allows the user to augment and
customize the suites of nonlinear solution strategies,
without being familiar with the internal structure of
vectors, matrices, iterative routines, etc. This infras-
tructure enables the base algorithmic level of SNES
and SUMS to expose mathematical details in a uni-
form fashion, without making unnecessary assump-
tions about the representation of mathematical ob-
jects. This data-structure-neutral approach [3] allows
the natural storage formats for vectors and matrices
to be dictated by the user’s application. Since issues
regarding the selection of storage formats for parallel,
sparse linear algebra are usually quite complicated,
this feature is critical to the software’s performance.

2.2 Context Variables

Data and state encapsulation in the form of con-
text variables is the key to the libraries’ organization.
The nonlinear context, l?LCtx, which is a data type de-
fined by a C structure, contains virtually all informa-
tion regarding the solution procedure, including data
about the local state and option values. This infor-
mation includes pointers to data structures and inter-
mediate routines, as well as miscellaneous data and
performance monitors. The l?LCtx context is subdi-
vided into a public part, which is identical for all so-
lution techniques, and a private section that contains
options, workspace, etc., which are unique for each
particular method. The distinction between the two
portions is invisible to the application programmer.

An optional user-defined context, containing infor-
mation deemed necessary by the application program-
mer, can be embedded within the nonlinear context.
For example, the user’s context might contain infor-
mation that enables parallel evaluation of the function,
gradient, and Hessian matrix. Skice the nonlinear con-
text is incorporated throughout the SNES and SUMS
packages, this user-defined data is automatically avail-
able throughout the entire suite of nonlinear solution
routines.

The llJLCtx context provides a simple yet powerful
interface to SN ES/SUMS. This context enables the
user to access and manipulate its contents with ba-
sic routine calls, so that the user need not be famil-
iar with the context’s detailed structure. These rou-
tine calls allow the user to perform t~ks such as se-
lecting the desired solution strategy from the suite of
nonlinear solvers, modifying parameters that control
the solver’s performance, replacing various phases of

the solution process with custom routines, and mon-
itoring the solver’s progress. In addition, the net x
context provides a simplified interface to a variety of
other PETSC modules for support, including sparse
matrix data structures, preconditioners, and perfor-
mance monitors.

2.3 Executable Templates

The flexible environment of SNES and SUMS fos-
ters the development of customized, scalable solution
methods. The libraries not only provide guidance for
the user’s selection of tiective strategies, but also fur-.
nish underlying support for their implementation in
the form of executable templates. Executable tem-
plates are source code written using high level abstrac-
tions so that the code can be easily understood and
modified. Default routines can be employed for the
various phases of the solvers, so that users can garner
the full power of the libraries without concern for the
underlying details of the techniques. Additional rou-
tines, which can serve as templates in the design of
user-defined alternatives, are also provided.

This design enables the libraries to satisfy applica-
tion programmers who desire complete support, rang-
ing from algorithms through low level data structures.
We also’ serve high-end programmers who desire to
customize their own data structures and precisely tai-
lor their solution strategies. In addition, the library
structure is criticai for software developers, who must
be able to isolate a variety of software aspects, such x
mathematical algorithms, data structures, numerical
linear algebra, and interprocessor communication.

3 Using SNES and SUMS

The SNES and SUMS packages are intended for a
wide range of users with varying needs and different
levels of experience. Default solution procedures and
data structures are provided, so that to solve a system
of nonlinear equations, the user must simpiy supply
routines to evaluate the residual and its corresponding
Jacobian matrix. Likewise, to solve an unconstrained
minimization problem, the user need only supply rou-
tines to evaluate the objective function, gradient, and
Hessian matrix. Due to the modular design, the user
can customize virtually any facet of the solution pro-
cess according to specific needs and interests. We first
illustrate basic usage of the packages, followed by an
example of customization with executable templates.
The users’ manual for SNES and SUMS [2] provides
additional details.
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3.1 Basic Usage

Usage of the libraries involves the following stag=
for all solution methods:

a

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Create the nonlinear context.

Establish the routines to evaluate the residual and
Jacobian (SNES), or the objective function, gra-
dient and Hessian (SUMS).

Specify the step procedure for the global iter~
tions.

Set optional parameters, routines, and perfor-
mance monitors.

Select the desired vector operations and data
structures.

Set up the nonlinear solver.

Execute the nonlinear solver .

Destroy the nonlinear context.

The code fragment of Figure 1 illustrates these stages
within the context of solvingan unconstrakxlmin-
imizationproblem with the multiprocessorSUMS
package. Note that only trivial modifications are
needed to convert this example to a uniprocessor ver-
sion. In particular, routines within this example that
have the form MLXXX are identical within the unipro-
cessor and multiprocessor libraries. Within this ex-
ample routines having the PllL prefix are unique to
the parallel version and have uniprocesor analogues
of the form !?LXXX.

The first command within the code fragment cre
ates an optional user-defined context, which can con-
tain any information deemed necessary by the applica-
tion programmer. The next command, PELCreateo,
configures the chosen paralleI nonlinear solver, which
in this c~e is a trust region Newton method, and em-
beds the user context within the nonlinear context.
Note that all of the different methods within SNES
and SUMS employ an identical calling sequence. Op-
tional arguments are p~sed by calling additional rou-
tines, which are ignored if the option is not appropri-
ate. [n this way any of the methods in the library may
be used without altering t,he application code. AIso,
additional nonlinear solution methods may be added
to the librarY without a need for any changes to the
application codes.

We next establish the routines for evaluating the
initial guess, function, and gradient, and Hessian ma-
trix, and we specify the step procedure for the global

rnain( a.rgc, ergv ) . .
int argc ;
char **argv ;
.
t
liLCtx *nlP; /* context */

UserCtx *usrP; /* user context +/
double *x; /* solution */
lfLHETEODm = lfLlf.lfTRl; /* method type */

int gdim ; /* global dimen. */ ,
int ldim; /* local dimen. */
void Initialo; /*~initi~ guess */

void Function(); /* function *1

void Gradient (); /* gradient */
void Hessieno; /* Hessian */

/*

/*

/*

/*

/*

1*

/*

/*

3

Creste optionaluser context */ “
usrP = MEW( UserCtx ); “

Creste nonlinear centext */
nlP = PMLCreate(m, nsrP );

Set various routines */
MLSetInitialGuessRouthe ( nlP, Initial );
ZJLSetFunctionRoutine( nlP, Function );
19LSetGradientRoutine( nlP, Gradient );

Set matrix and preconditioninginfo *I
PELSlesSetRoutines(nlP, Hessian );
PliLSpHatSetLocalRows( nlP, ldim );
llLSpHatSetRows( nlP, gdim );
l?LSpMatSetCols( nlP, gdim );

Set optionalparametershere */
l!lLSetXXX();

Set internal.data structures */
PlfLCreat eDVectors ( nlP, ldim );
lfLSetUp( nlP );

Execute solution method */
its = liLSolve( nlP );
x = NLGetSolution( nlP );

Destroy nonline= context ●/
MXIestroy( nlP );

Figure 1: Sample Multiprocessor Code Using the
SUMS Package to Solve a Minimization Problem
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iterations. As explained in the folIowing section, the
step procedure enablea customization of the methods
within the basic suite of nonlinear solvers. In this sim-
ple example, PELSlesSetRoutines ( ) automatically
sets the SUMS defaults for interfacing with the par-
alIel preconditioning routines of the Simplified Lkear
Equation Solvers (SLES) [4] package. The SLES rou-
tines work with a varietyof matrix storage formats
provided within PETSC, thus freeing the wer from
the concern of manipulating matrix data. However, if
users wish to provide their own matrix formats and
operations, they are free to do so.

Next, we can determine various optional param-
eters, routines, and performance monitors, enabIing
the user to impose a great deal of customization to
the solution process, even at th~ high level. We se
Iect parallel vector data structures with the command
PllLCreateDVectors(),and we set the internal data
structures for the nonlinear solver with XLSetUp( ).
Finally, we execute the salver with IiLSolveo, and
free the data structures with ~~estroy.

This simple high-level interface provides applica-
tion programmers with a wide range of options in
terms of data structures, performance monitors, pre-
conditioners, and iterative solvers. In fact, this high-
Ievel approach, with possibly a few customizations of
the step procedure, should fully
most application programmers.

3.2 Customized Usage

All of the nonlinear solvers are

satisfy the needs of

designed so that the
user can tailor the solution process according to the
application under consideration and the desired tools
for parallel linear algebra. The Newton-like methods
are subdivided into three basic phases of computation
within each global step of the solution process

●

●

●

Step-set-up: (optional)
This phase initializes the step computation, which
typically includes forming the Jacobian (or Hes-
sian) matrix and setting up the linear solver.

Step-compute: (required)
This ph=e computes the new step to try, and thus
usually requires solving a linear system.

Step-destroy: (optional)
Typically, this phase involves freeing memory as-
sociated with the step computation. The user can
also incorporate any problem-specific calculations

required after a successful step computation.

,

In addition to Providing default routines for these
phases, we pres~nt seve%J alternatives that can be
wed w templates in the design of custom routines.

The linearsystems that arisethroughout the global
solution process can be solved by the SLES [4] pack-
age or by alternativeroutines chosen by the user. The
SLES library provides easy acceasto a variety of direct
and iterative linear solvers as well es preconditioners,
so that the SNES-SLES and SUMS-SLES combinw
tions facilitate experimentation with different linear
solution techniques. As discussed in Section 2.3, d+
faults for each of these phases are provided in~he form
of executable templates, and even the most reexper-
ienced users can adapt these options according to their
needs.

Figure 2 demonstrates typical we of SLES within
the stepset-up phase and can serve as a template for
cwtomized user routines. Within this phase, the user
can easily select the precise means of calculating a
step within the global solution process. For exampIe,
the user can specify different methods for solving the
linearized Newton systems at each iteration.

Also, the user can work directly with the Krylov
Space (KSP) [5] iterative methods of the PETSC li-
brary, or can choose to provide alternative routinm
for such operations as the application of the inverse of
the Jacobian matrix. In particular, as soon as a newly
developed paralleI linear solution technique is avail-
able, it can be easily incorporated into the package
due to the modular design.

4 An Application Case Study: Super-
conductivity

The need for a robust and efficient solution strat-
egy as well as the computational resources of high-
performance computers is particularly evident for the
problem of determining the minimum energy vor-
tex solutions in high-temperature superconductors.
The computational challenges presented by this ap-
plication, which employs a full three-dimensional
anisotropic Ginzburg-Landau model, include solving
a very large, sparse system (with 0(106) degrees of
freedom and 0(107) nonzeros in the Hessian matrix),
which has local minima and saddle points. The SUMS
package provides the appropriate software and a flex-
ible interface with user-specified data structures and
customized routines for function evaluation and pre-
conditioning.

McInnes and Palumbo used the SUMS software to
study the effect of anisotropy on the lower critical field
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of a uniaxialsuperconductor[9].We focushereon the
characteristicsoftheproblem,thesolutionstrategy,
the featurea of SUMS that proved to be especially uee-
ful, and the performance results. We refer the reader
to [9] for details regarding the model and the compu-
tational results.

void StepSetUp( nlP, x )
IiLctx *nlP ;
double *x;

Psvctx *psvctx;
doubie “itO1-= 1.Od-6:
int msxits = 100;

Form the matrix */
PliLSplfatCreateHatrix( nlP, x,

PlfLSplfatGetType(nlP),
PHLSpHatGetLocalRous(nlP),
PELSpXatGetCols(nlP),
PELSpllatGetRows(nlP),
PBLSpHatGetCols(nlP) );

CHKERRC(1);

Create the solver context */
psvctx = PWLSlesSVCreate(nl.P,

(SpHat*)PHLGet14atrixCtx(r&P),
(SVHETHOD)PELSlesGetHethod(nlP));

CHKERRC(l);

Initialize data for linear solver */
PNLSlesSVSetUp( nlP );
CHKERRC(I);

Set relative convergence tolerance
for linesx solver *I
PSVSetRelativeTol(

Set maximum number

linear solver ●/

PSVSetIts( psvctx,

psvctx, rtol );

of iterations for

maxits );

Figure2: Sample }fultiprocessor Code using SLES for
the SteP-Set-Up Phzse

4.1 Computational Model

Tostudy themagnetic propertiesofanisotropic ma-
terials,we seek the global minimizerof the anisotropic
Ginzburg-Landau free energy functional. Forthecrwe
ofuniaxial superconductors, the total free energy over.
some volumefl is givenby

where # is acomplex-valued order parameter, and A
is the magnetic vector potential. The three terms in
the free energy are typicallyreferred toss theconden-
sation, gradient, and field energy terms, respectively.
To simplifyour work ,we introducean approximation
to the free energy which makes the resulting system
quasi-two-dimensional [14]. A noteworthy feature of
the free energy functional is its invariance under a
gauge transformation. This symmetry property im-
plies that there is no unique solution to the anisotropic
Ginzburg-Landau model, since any solution is known
only up to a gauge transformation. Numerically this
indicates the presence of a large null space, which
presents a nontrivial obstacle in the minimization pro-
cess.

Discretization of the domain Q with n9 grid points
produces the unconstrained optimization problem

min{~(z) : Z C 3?”},

where > is the free energy functional, z consists of the

magnetic vector potential and order parameter eval-

uated at the grid points, and n = 5n9 for the thres
dimensional case. We use a regular domain with a
uniform discretization. The parallel implementation
employs a twc-dimensional grid decomposition and a
distributed sparse row scheme for matrix data. Thus,
each processor stores the unknowns as well as the cor-
re.mondinrr rows of the Hessian matrix that are associ-.
atedwithitsgridpoints.The data-structureneutral-
ityoftheSUMS libraryk particularlyusefulforthis
case, since the matrix storage format can be specified
by the user.

4.2 Solution Strategy

Newton-like methods have recently proven to be ro-
bust and efficient for solving such minimization prob-
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lems arisiig withinthecontextofsuperconductivity.
We employ a sparse,parallelversionofa trustregion
Newton method thatusesthepreconditionedcor@-
gategradientmethod to determinean approximate
minimizerof the resultingquadraticfunction.This
approachwas firstdescribedby Steihaug[15],and a

uniprocessor version is included within MINPACK-2
[11]. We use a new parallel, sparse implementation
within the SUMS library that enables us to achieve
scalable performance.

The trust region approach is based on the fact that
Newton-like methods employ a qqa@atic model of
the objective function aroimd the current iterate, Zk.
Thus, the reduction F(zk +s) - Z(Z&) is modeled by

!MS) = 9(a)Ts + +%8,

wherefJ(Zk)= v%(Zk)T, and ~k = V2~(Zk) ia the
symmetric Hessian matrix. Since the model is ac-
curate only in a neighborhood of the current iterate
(cafled the trust region), we determine the succeeding
trial step, Sk, to be the approximate minimizer of the
quadratic constrained within the trust region. Thus,
the resulting subproblem is to solve

whereAk k a positive parameter, and [1. 1[is the Eu-
clidean norm in 3?’. If X(zk + s) is sufficiently re-
duced, then the step is accepted and Ak can be in-
creixsed; otherwise, the step is rejected and Ak should
be reduced.

We solve the minimization problem (1) inexactly
using the preconditioned conjugate gradient method.
In particular, we employ incomplete Cholesky factor-
ization of the augmented Hessian matrix, as given by

i+k+ykI=LLT,

where I denotes the identity matrix, and yk is a pos-
itive scalar that is computed at each iteration. This
modification overcomes difficulties inherent in the su-
perconductivity problem, since the Hessian, V27(Z*),
is positive semidefinite at the solution.

The modular design of SUMS enables experimen-
tation with newly developed solution strategies and
customization according to the user’s needs. For ex-
ample, in solving the trust region subproblem, we eas-
ily incorporated the parallel incomplete Cholesky fac-

torization approach of the BlockSolve [8] as a precon-

ditioned. TO achieve sca[able solution, this approach
involves reordering the preconditioning matrix based
on a coloring of the graph ~ociated with the matrix.

The use of such techniques are critical to the overall
performance of the optimization software, since the ei’-
ficiency of the global solution process is largely domi- T
nated by that of evaluatingthe function, gradient, and
Hessian, and preconditioning the problem.

4.3 Performance Results

Table 1 presents performance results obtained on
the Intel DELTA for the superconductivity problem.
We demonstrate the scalability of the implementation
by fixing the local domain size at 64x 64 and vary-
ing the number of processors. Tlmea are presented for
the total solution process, where in each case the fi-
nal gradient norm was less than 1.0e-8. We observe
thattheaverage performance per processor depends
only slightly on the total number of processors. Key
components in obtaining there results were the use of
user-specified data structures and customized routines
for function evaluation and preconditioning.

r Number of Number of Newton Solution
?

Processors Iterations Time (rein)
16 23 . 27.1
32 24 29.6
64 25 31.8
128 24 33.2

Table 1: CPU Solution times for a constant local do-
main size of 64x64.

5 Conclusion

As illustrated by the software design within SNES
and SUMS, and more generally within the PETSC li-
brary as a whole, object-oriented programming tech-
niques have proven to be extremely powerful in provid-
ing a framework for obtaining code reuse within sin-
gle projects. However, code reuse between disparate
groups with different coding philosophies is still quite
limited and difficult to achieve. Development of the
next generation of optimization software will require
the combined efforts of many groups with different
areas of expertise: optimization algorithms, parallel
computing, software design, and application-specific
understanding. Since the knowledge and software in
each area are evolving rapidly, effectively using these
tools is very different from using traditional static li-
braries like Linpack. The challenges presented by such
coordination emphasize the need for using component-
ware technology.
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